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As a result of mankind's existence, the only logical conclusion and primary purpose for 

Humanity / the Life Force (Spiritual Energy) is SURVIVAL & PROCREATION.  What is 

Humanity? … Humanity is a collection of life’s experiences as memories/images 

recorded over a 10 million year period or more. Such memories/images reflect ancient 

Ape/Man, Hominins, Neanderthal Man, the Hunter-Gathers and modern human 

interactions and experiences with nature and the world in general, travelling, learning, 

playing, fighting, eating, swimming, having sexual relations and experiencing and 

developing new technologies, recording new images/videos, ALL COLLECTED in the form 

of memories/images or data (A MIND FILE) over the aeons of time, evolving as an 

“Intelligent Life Force”… “HUMANITY”. 

 

Human Level Understanding 

1) The Intelligent Life Force, or spirit or soul or aether is a composition of 

electrochemical energy (photons) forming as INFORMATION/MEMORIES or DATA 

stored in the Human Brain (MIND FILE). Such INFORMATION/MEMORIES or DATA 

when accumulated over the lifespan of each person's experiences, form an 

“Intelligent Life Force” Mind File that can think and make calculated choices as we 

learn via the Hippocampus and Cerebral Cortex in the Brain, being two of several 

highly powered CPU Memory Processors. 

 

2) However, MEMORIES ALSO stem from your mother/father and even your 

grandparent's MEMORIES and possibly from their parents. Such information is stored 

in your parent’s mitochondrial cells and DNA (Deoxyribonucleic Acid) and transferred, 

or bits and pieces of such information are transferred to that child’s cells/ DNA during 

conception. 

 

3) That newly born person then goes through its life experiences for 60-70yrs recording 

and storing NEW information and experiences as new memories. Such new 

INFORMATION/MEMORIES are then transferred to the next generation and so on. 

HENCE people claim that they experienced “DE JA VU”… like I've been here before!!. 

In reality, that person is recalling your parent's memories or bits and pieces of such 

memories, hence the memory is unclear… FUZZY like a photograph partly developed, 

or just a bad nightmare memory from a horror movie or an actual brutal death. 

 

 



Organic Level (human body, brain, cells, organs, bone, blood etc) 

 

1) Primary information cells in the Brain, store key energy/data/memories/information 

as short-term memories/database (MIND FILE) for everyday use in our daily lives. The 

billions of mitochondrial cells (energy cells) and DNA cells in the human body, stores 

LONG TERM INFORMATION/MEMORIES (DATABASE FILE), processed via the 

Hippocampus that manages and transfers most memory instructions to the various 

organs that manage the bodies functions. (GENERAL MEMORY CPU PROCESSORS). 

The Human Brain holds and operates several KEY processing organs, Hippocampus,  

Cerebral Cortex etc (CPU Memory Processors), hence its ability to think, make 

choices and operate in REAL TIME with the chosen action.  An “Intelligent Life Force”. 

 
Sub Atomic/Atomic Level (Matter- protons, neutrons, electrons & photons etc) 

 

1). The INFORMATION/MEMORIES are actually atoms of electrochemical data (photons)  

moving through neurons and signalling or transmitting data forming circuits between 

the many synapses of the Brains central nervous system. And, stored in various cells 

that control other organ systems of the entire human body (COMPUTER 

MOTHERBOARD CIRCUITRY). All such INFORMATION/MEMORIES are connected by an 

electrical pulse via the nervous system to the hippocampus of the brain. Then such 

INFORMATION/MEMORIES are called upon at that person's request and processed 

accordingly … on call for our daily use. The electrochemical data (photons in a human 

cell) or in a combination of cells smaller than a $1 coin, can STORE… ALL HUMANITY’S 

MEMORIES OR KNOWLEDGE TO DATE. Today's technology has NOT been unable to 

achieve that feat in such a small storage space. 

FAITH & KNOWLEDGE 

All humans must have FAITH or HOPE… FAITH IS ESSENTIAL TO OUR SURVIVAL. We all 

experience faith such as faith in our fellow man in times of need… such as survival from 

drowning, during a war, etc… Faith and hope are also used by prophets, leaders such as 

Jesus, Mohammad the Pope, etc. Such faiths are born from INFORMATION/MEMORIES of 

past leaders experiences and recorded in books such as the Bible & the Koran etc or 

rituals. Many Tribes use ritual methods to restore their faith in such 

INFORMATION/MEMORIES.  

WHAT IS DEATH 

Death is when the Human Body and its organs cease to function, pulsate or move. In 

other words, the electrochemical pulses (spirit, energy, photon) throughout the bodies 

nervous system that keeps the body’s circuitry alive, connected and functioning, cease to 

exist. 

 



WHAT IS GOD 

God is an intelligent omnipotent super powerful force or energy made up of EVERYTHING 

we know of in the Universe or multi-verses such as matter, protons, electrons, atoms, 

dark matter, black holes, planets, stars, galaxies, universes etc in the cosmos. Including, 

natures natural laws and all living things and objects on earth, such as humans, animals, 

insects, plants, water, minerals, the soil, wind, rain and fire, earthquakes, tidal waves, 

tornadoes, volcanoes… ALL THINGS ON PLANET EARTH. Everything you can imagine, see, 

touch, feel and taste…God is everything, God is everywhere… THAT'S GOD … 

Te Atua E Wa (Tribe of Four Gods) are represented in the form of “4 Primary Elements” 

of God here on planet earth firstly as, Mother Earth its self (including all things upon this 

earth), The Winds (and all its elements), Water (and all its elements) and Fire (and all its 

elements). These 4 Gods, or 4 primary elements, are respected for their brutal Godly 

power and at the same time for the life force, it brings to the survival of the Tribe. 

DEATH - WHERE DOES THE INFORMATION- DATA/MEMORIES GO??? 

A percentage of a person's INFORMATION/MEMORIES or electrochemical data (photons) 

/ information, leave the human body and dissipate into the air/space and is drawn to a 

region where other INFORMATION/MEMORIES COALESCE generally, know as HEAVEN.  

However, most of the actual MEMORIES/DATA are retained in the brain, the 

mitochondrial and DNA cells located inside the Body. (Similar to data in a USB you cant 

access anymore) 

INFORMATION/MEMORIES or electrochemical data (photons) vibrate at a certain 

frequency, as do all atoms, protons, neutrons etc vibrate at various frequencies. 

EVERYTHING THAT EXISTS ON EARTH OR IN THE UNIVERSE… VIBRATE AT DIFFERENT 

FREQUENCIES OR WAVE FREQUENCIES, hence each, galaxy, planet, star, black hole, 

human, animal, object or thing that we see today, has a different shape, size, texture and 

colour. (Composition of different sets of Atoms) 

WHERE are these frequencies located and how do we communicate with such 

INFORMATION/ MEMORIES. Some people, like Moses, Jesus, Mohamad and Priests today 

claim they communicate with such INFORMATION/MEMORIES or entities of the past…. 

they call it GOD.  Indigenous people say it's their ancestors. At a subatomic/atomic level, 

they can be both right. We humans TODAY have and still do have weird experiences 

seeing or feeling spirts in our homes. The same experience you get when attending a 

funeral or at a grave site. 

The question is HOW… do we know with 100% certainty and confidence whether we are 

actually communicating with GOD or such past INFORMATION/MEMORIES (past 

ancestors or spirits). If God is everything and everywhere in the universe and on planet 

earth, then it’s highly likely we are communicating via or through the veil of God (the 

energy) with our ancestor's memories. The most effective way to communicate is finding 



the right vibration frequency. Such as at a church when an organ and choir sing … 

RESONATE, or at home before your prayer temple…you try to speak and RESONATE with 

that past entity.  

HOW DO WE RECOVER SUCH INFORMATION/MEMORIES BEFORE OR DURING BODY 

DEATH EXPERIENCE 

Living FOREVER…. or, INFORMATION/MEMORIES living forever can be recovered from 

one's INFORMATION/MEMORIES and stored in a USB or other storage device for further 

use just reminiscing down memory lane with your loved ones. The entire human body is 

one such storage vessel or a human USB or human organic robot. 

HUMANS ARE A LIVING ORGANIC COMPUTER/ROBOT. There are two KEY ISSUES. The first 

is maintaining the human flesh body’s life expectancy, through life extension programs 

(200yrs plus) that can be achieved through stem cell rejuvenation etc, Secondly, is to 

maintain and recover the INFORMATION/MEMORIES from within the human body via 

mitochondrial and DNA cells, before and/or after death. The technology exists TODAY to 

achieve both goals, in fact, some scientists and technology companies have developed 

the technology for stem cells/life extensions and memory date recovery and are testing it 

now.   

Therefore, the Body serves as the vessel of INFORMATION/MEMORIES much like a 

walking talking breathing USB or HUMAN FLESH AND BLOOD ROBOT. BUT… the 

maintenance of the Body is another matter. For example… human bodies need to breathe 

air, drink water, eat food, keep warm etc, AND maintain the functions and collection of 

INFORMATION/ MEMORIES IN ORDER TO SURVIVE. We all know that HUMANS will never 

survive an asteroid storm on earth, an earthquake etc. Humans cant even survive in space 

longer than 2 years without major biological changes happening. (LOOKING LIKE ET) 

Computers/Robots require less demanding maintenance, don't require air, food, water or 

special clothing, and a humanoid is the logical choice of evolution if HUMANITY… is to 

survive FOREVER. 

Of course, humans can exist as they are in their current organic form surviving and just 

HOPE!!!... nothing bads going to happen, like a nuclear war, a major global earthquake or 

a super-sized asteroid collision. If HUMANITY is to survive, humanity needs to advance 

their ways and EVOLVE. 

THE NEXT GENERATION HUMAN BEING -  THE EVOLUTION 

1/5 MAN 4/5 ROBOT ??? … the possibilities are endless. The technology to create such a 

humanoid already exists. For more than 60 years, humans have been replacing their legs, 

arms and other body organs, lungs, heart, eyes, bones etc, affected by diseases and 

accidents, with mechanical or artificial limbs and apparatus. NO BIG DEAL RIGHT ????, In 

fact, human brain transplants are on the rise including implanting electronic chips into 



the human brain to advance its memory capacity etc. Also freezing and storing human 

embryos, human brains and entire human bodies. WHATS NEW!!! 

IF,… humanity is to survive on PLANET EARTH and TRAVEL INTO THIS UNIVERSE 

COLONISING PLANETS… we need to look at all possibilities to preserve and maintain the 

INFORMATION/MEMORIES and the Organic Human Body and its functions and,…. create 

the next generation human/humanoid with the same memories (MIND FILE). 

HUMANITY’S FINAL EVOLUTIONARY STEPS  

There are three steps to preserve humanity : 

(1) Rejuvenate the existing human body & cells at the organic level and cellular level via 

stemcell technology etc life extensions (living for 300-500yrs or more) 

(2) Replace the human body with a humanoid body and transfer the human life 

force/spiritual energy or memories/data (Mind File) to the humanoid brain/system;  

 

(3) The ability to randomly transfer or transcend your life force/spiritual energy or 

memories/data (Mind File) from one body, vessel, planet or realm to another and to 

return… at will. 

 
THE NEXT… HUMAN EVOLUTION  

 

 



Food for thought… the above next evolution raises a startling question…  

Are we living in a subatomic/organic 

hologram ??????  


